A consistent description of the dd → 
Introduction
Mesic nuclei are currently one of the hottest topics in nuclear and hadronic physics, both from experimental [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] and theoretical points of view [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25] . This exotic nuclear matter is supposed to consist of a nucleus bound via the strong interaction with a neutral meson such as the η, η , K or ω. Although, its existence has been predicted over thirty years ago, it still remains to be one of the undiscovered nuclear objects. Some of the most promising candidates for such bound states are η-mesic nuclei, postulated by Haider and Liu in 1986 [26] following the coupled channel calculations by Bhalerao and Liu [27] which reported an attractive η-nucleon interaction. Current studies of hadron-and photon-induced production of the η meson resulting in a wide range of values of the ηN scattering length, a ηN , indicate the interaction between the η meson and a nucleon to be attractive and strong enough to create an η-nucleus bound system even in light nuclei [7, 8, 9, 10, 28, 29, 30] . However, experiments performed so far have not brought a clear evidence of their existence [31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38] . They provide only signals which might be interpreted as indications of the η-mesic nuclei. The interested reader can find recent reviews on the η mesic bound states searches in Refs [4, 5, 14, 16, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44] .
Some of the promising experiments related to η-mesic nuclei have been performed with the COSY facility [45] . The most recent of these involves the measurement of the dd → performed by the WASA-at-COSY Collaboration. Due to the lack of theoretical predictions for cross sections below the η production threshold, the data have been analyzed assuming that the signal from the bound state has a Breit-Wigner shape [1, 2] . However, a better guidance for the shape of the cross sections for the dd → ( HeN π processes is provided by a theoretical model described in Ref. [6] in the excess energy range relevant to the η-mesic nuclear search. Given that the model is the very first attempt to provide a consistent description of the data below and above the η meson production threshold, the authors used a phenomenological approach with an optical potential for the η- 4 He interaction. The available data on the dd → 4 He η reaction is reproduced quite well for a broad range of optical potential parameters for which the authors predict the cross section spectra corresponding to η-4 He bound state formation in the subthreshold region. In this article we present a comparison between this new theoretical model and experimental data collected by WASA-at-COSY in order to further constrain the range of the allowed η-4 He optical potential parameters. The latter, as we shall see, narrows down the search for η-mesic helium to a region of small binding energies and widths.
Theoretical model
The formalism presented in Ref. [6] predicted for the first time, the formation rate of the η-mesic
4
He in the deuteron-deuteron fusion reaction within a model which reproduced the data on the dd → 4 He η reaction quite well.
The authors determined the total cross sections for the dd → ( , is equal to the total cross section in the subthreshold excess energy region where the η meson is absorbed by the nucleus (its energy is not enough to escape from the nucleus), while the η meson escape part contributes to the excess energy region above the threshold for η production and can be calculated as σ esc = σ − σ conv . Fig. 1 shows the example of a calculated total cross section for η- We should mention here that the above theoretical calculations (which are being used in the present work) were done assuming the one-nucleon absorption of the η meson since the strength of the multi-nucleon absorption processes is not well known. Based on the experimental data on the pn → dη and pN → pN η reactions, the strength of the η meson absorption by a two-nucleon pair at the nuclear center was estimated in [46] to be 4.2 MeV and 0.2 MeV for the spin triplet and singlet nucleon pairs, respectively. This strength can be larger for 4 He because of the higher central density as mentioned in [47] . The values of the W 0 parameters in the present work could be compared with these numbers to get a rough estimate of the ratio of the one-and two-body absorption probability at the nuclear center. The two body absorption potential is expected to provide an additional contribution to the conversion cross section. However, it is only the one-nucleon absorption cross section which should be compared with the present data since multi-nucleon absorption processes would contribute to different final states not considered in the present work. Thus, the present analysis of experimental data from Ref. [1] based on the theoretical calculation assuming the one-body absorption seems reasonable. The spectrum has been normalized in the sense that the escape part reproduces the measured cross sections for the dd →
Heη process [48, 49, 50] .
Moreover, the flat contribution in the conversion spectrum, considered to be a part of the background, has been subtracted (taking minimum value of the σ conv in the excess energy range from -20 to 15 MeV).
Since the signal from the η-mesic bound system is expected below the threshold for the η meson production, authors focused here only on the conversion part of the cross sections. An example of the calculated σ conv is shown in 
Experimental data
Recent measurements at WASA-at-COSY, dedicated to search for η-mesic In the first approach, the upper limits of the total cross sections for both processes were estimated at a 90% confidence level (CL) fitting simultaneously the excitation functions with a sum of a Breit-Wigner and a second order polynomial function corresponding to the bound state signal and background, respectively.
Moreover, the isospin relation between nπ 0 and pπ − pairs was taken into account. The corresponding data analysis is presented in detail in Ref. [1] . The analysis resulted in the value of the upper limit in the range from 2.5 to 3.5 nb for the dd → ( 
Comparison between theory and data: results and discussion
As mentioned in the previous section, we performed the analysis which allows to compare excitation functions measured for dd → Hence, we bin the theoretical predictions in the same way as data, dividing the spectra into 20 intervals each of 5 MeV width. We assume also that the reconstruction efficiency in the WASA-at-COSY experiment is in a good approximation independent of the excess energy Q as was proven in Ref. [53] . An example of the theoretical spectrum after the binning procedure is presented in Fig. 2 as a black histogram.
In the next step, the experimental excitation functions for dd → 
for dd → The performed fit delivers the amplitudes A for dd →
3
HeN π consistent with zero within 2σ for all sets of V 0 , W 0 parameters, which is given in Table 1. Therefore, the upper limit of the total cross section was determined, like in Ref. [1] , at the confidence level 90% based on standard deviation of the Obtained σ
CL=90% upp
is weakly sensitive to the V 0 , W 0 parameters, varying from 5.2 to 7.4 nb. Taking into account the systematic uncertainties of about 44% estimated in Ref. [1] , the values increase, varying from about 7.5 to 10.7 nb.
Therefore, in the contour plot shown in Fig. 4 , we exclude the region where the cross section is above 10.7 nb (light shaded area). Dark shaded area shows the systematic error. The latter estimate is based on a calculation [13] for the N * momentum distribution for a given set of πN N * and ηN N * coupling constants.
If we take into account the calculations in [13] using all available values of the coupling constants, the allowed region in the V 0 -W 0 plane can extend as far as the red line shown in Fig. 4 . The coloured dots shown in the figure are the results of some optical model calculations which will be discussed in the next section. 
Optical model predictions of η-mesic 4 He
After constraining the region of the optical potential (V 0 , W 0 ) parameter space allowed by the cross section data below the η production threshold, let us now examine the possibility for the existence of η-mesic helium nuclei predicted within the optical model. To start with, we notice that all states predicted in The authors in [10] for example, compare their results using a few body formalism with existing optical model calculations by using the following form of the η-4 He potential with the complex η-nucleon scattering amplitude F ηN chosen from two different models in literature [54, 55] :
Replacing the parameter, r 0 = 1.267 fm, as given in [10] and rewriting the above equation for the potential as, V (r) = [V 0 + iW 0 ] exp(−r 2 /r 2 0 ), we identify the strengths V 0 and W 0 and list them in Table 2 for the different cases listed in Table 4 of Ref. [10] . The ηN amplitude of [54] (GW), was obtained within a K- Table 2 with the allowed region of the V 0 − W 0 plane leads us to the conclusion that all the bound states listed in Table 2 are excluded by our analysis.
Having excluded the optical potential predictions of unstable bound states in literature, we turn to examine the special case of an unstable state centered at zero energy. The case of a zero energy bound state (or zero energy resonance), sometimes referred to as a transition state [56] has been widely studied in literature [57] in the context of different physical situations and has also been observed in ultracold atoms [58] . Let us recall some basic facts: a bound state corresponds to a pole in the S-matrix for E < 0. A resonance corresponds to a pole at positive energies. A state at E = 0 (which is usually referred to as a zero energy bound state in case the angular momentum l > 0 and zero energy resonance otherwise) leads to a scattering length, a → ∞, i.e., the scattering length has a pole when E = 0. Ref. [56] has examined the occurrence of such states for a class of potentials of the form V (r, r 0 ) = − Putting back this value in the expression,
arising from (3), we determine eF ηN = 0.364 fm. This value of eF ηN corresponds to the subthreshold energies of √ s = 1418.2 and 1467 MeV of the GW and CS ηN amplitudes respectively (see Fig. 1 in Ref. [10] ). The imaginary parts of the amplitudes can be seen from the same figure in [10] (at the corresponding energies) to be mF ηN = 0.0167 fm and mF ηN = 0.0245 fm for the GW and CS models respectively. The imaginary part of the optical potential can now be determined using,
Thus, in case of the zero energy resonance, we find the optical potential parameters, (V 0 , W 0 ) to be (-68.04, -3.12) MeV and (-68.04, -4.55) MeV for the GW and CS η-nucleon interactions respectively. Repeating the exercise for a different value of the Gaussian parameter, r 0 = 1.373 fm as in [6] , the potential parameters are found to be (-58.01, -3.2) MeV and (-58.01, -4.9) MeV for the GW and CS η-nucleon interactions respectively.
The above method of first considering the E=0 state of a real Gaussian potential to determine V 0 and then finding W 0 seems a posteriori justified considering the small values of W 0 (as compared to V 0 ) obtained. Indeed a similar procedure of first finding the binding energy by considering only the real part of the potential and later finding Γ = −2 < Ψ| mV ηA |Ψ > using perturbation theory where Ψ is the solution of the real Hamiltonian has been used in [10] too.
Finally, motivated by the above discussion, a renewed search for the η- states are found. We should mention here, however, that some of the potential parameters are not consistent with the experimental data on the η production cross section above threshold as reported in Ref. [6] , especially for the cases with weak absorption. Hence we think that a systematic analysis including both the escape and the conversion cross sections covering the above-and below-threshold region is necessary in order to investigate the weak absorptive potential region.
Subthreshold considerations and uncertainties
The η-nucleus optical potentials are in principle energy dependent and would depend strongly for example on the energy at which the elementary ηN amplitude, F ηN , of Eq. (3) is evaluated. In the case of η-mesic nuclei, the ηN interaction happens at subthreshold energies and F ηN should be evaluated at an energy shifted by an amount δ below threshold. The importance of taking such a downward shift into account has been discussed with different points of view in literature [59, 60, 61, 62] . The authors in [59, 60] (and references therein) provide a detailed analysis of this topic and derive an expression for δ which depends on the nuclear binding energy per nucleon as well as the real part of the optical potential itself. Refs. [61, 62] , however, provide a simpler method with δ given by the average binding of the target nucleons.
Since the experimental analysis of the present work relies on the input from the theoretical calculations in [6] where the above effects were not taken into account explicitly, we shall now try to estimate the uncertainties on σ upp (shown by the red mesh in Fig. 5 ) introduced by this omission. To obtain this estimate, we evaluate the optical potential parameters V 0 , W 0 using Eq. 
Evaluating F ηN at threshold and at 7
MeV (binding energy per nucleon for 4 He) and 30 MeV below threshold, we obtain the optical potential parameters given in Table 2 for different models of F ηN [54, 55, 63, 64, 65] in literature. The values of σ upp corresponding to the parameters V 0 , W 0 in Table 2 are read off from Fig. 5 and listed in Table 3 .
Even if the optical potential parameters do change a lot depending on the choice of the energy at which F ηN is evaluated, the upper limits on the cross sections do not seem to be very sensitive to this change. Depending on the model, the change in the upper limits can be between 0 -6 %. Given that the upper limits σ upp determined in the present analysis are not very sensitive to the parameters V 0 , W 0 (see Table 1 and Fig. 5 ), such a small uncertainty was expected. Table 1 ). The symbols are the values of σupp corresponding to V 0 , W 0 given in Table 2 for the different ηN models. The black symbols correspond to σupp for V 0 , W 0 evaluated using F ηN at a subthreshold ηN centre mass energy of √ s -7 MeV and the blue symbols with F ηN at threshold.
Summary and Conclusions
We performed an analysis in order to constrain the η- With the values of |V 0 | and |W 0 | being restricted to be less than 60 MeV and 7
MeV respectively, most predictions of η-mesic helium states seem to be excluded within the present analysis. Extremely narrow and loosely bound states within the model of [6] seem however to appear in the allowed region of the optical potential parameters.
In spite of some shortcomings such as the absence of the explicit inclusion of the strong energy dependence of the ηN interaction [60] and the fact that, in principle, the η-helium nuclei should be treated within a few body formalism [8, 10, 66, 67] , it is worth noting that in the decades long search for η-mesic nuclei, the present work is indeed a first attempt to combine the experimental data below η production threshold with predictions from a theoretical model which can reproduce the existing data above threshold too. There exist approaches such as the coupled channels generalization of the optical potential [24] which can bring out interesting aspects related to the existence of the η-mesic helium.
Hence, it is hoped that the optical model analysis of the present work should provide guidance in narrowing down the search for η-mesic He.
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